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ABSTRACT

In this paper� we propose a deadlock�free routing in irregular networks using pre�x

routing� Pre�x routing is a special type of routing with a compact routing table

associated with each node 	processor
� Basically� each outgoing channel of a node is

assigned a special label and an outgoing channel is selected if its label is a pre�x of the

label of the destination node� Node and channel labeling in an irregular network is

done through constructing a spanning tree� The routing process follows a two�phase

process of going up and then down along the spanning tree� with a possible cross

channel 	shortcut
 between two branches of the tree between two phases� We show

that the proposed routing scheme is deadlock� and livelock� free� Possible extensions

are also discussed�

Index terms� Deadlock�freedom� irregular networks� livelock�freedom� routing�

spanning trees�



� Introduction

Switch�based networks are becoming more and more popular to meet the ever in�

creasing demand for high performance� Many switching hubs have been used in

switched LANs� such as Fast Ethernet� FDDI� Myrinet� and ATM� In general� switch�

based networks provide virtual point�to�point communication� and hence� o�er better

throughput and lower latency for many applications�

Networks of workstations 	NOWs
 with underling switch�based networks have

been considered as a cost�e�ective alternative to massively parallel computers� Work�

stations and switches can be interconnected to form various topologies� mostly ir�

regular ones� Routing is the process of transmitting data from the source node to

the destination node in a given system� Many deadlock�free routing algorithms have

been proposed for regular topologies such as meshes� tori� and hypercubes by taking

the advantage of convenient addressing schemes o�ered in most regular topologies�

A deadlock occurs when several routing processes are in a circular waiting state and

cannot advance toward their destination because the channels required by them are

not available� A livelock occurs when a routing process travels around its destination

node� never reachs it� Irregular topologies pose some new challenges for the routing

process�

� It is dicult� if not impossible� to derive a routing scheme without using a

complete routing table�

� Irregular routing paths 	because of irregular topologies
 pose an additional di�

mension of diculty to ensure deadlock� and livelock�freedom�

Most deadlock�free routing algorithms for irregular networks are based on a span�

ning tree ���� ����� ���� or a Eulerian path ���� By restricting the routing path along

branches in the spanning tree 	with limited and controlled jumps� also called shortcuts�

between tree branches
� deadlock�free routing is derived� In a path�based approach�

a Eulerian path is �rst constructed to ensure a feasible path between any two nodes�

Shortcuts are allowed to generate shorter paths� In general� the tree�based approach

is more favorable than the path�based approach in unicasting 	which includes one

source and one destination
 for generating shorter routing paths on average� However�



to ensure deadlock�freedom in multicasting 	which includes one source and multiple

destinations
� the path�based approach is more involved ����

In ���� an up��down� unicast routing algorithm is proposed aiming to better utilize

all the available channels in the network� First of all� an arbitrary node is selected as a

special node and then the network is partitioned into two subnetworks� up subnetwork

and down subnetwork� The up subnetwork consists of unidirectional channels directed

towards the special node and the down network consists of unidirectional channels

directed away from the special node� In case of a tie� tie breaker is made by comparing

the ids of two end nodes connected by the channel� A routing process always selects

a sequence of up channels 	if any
 followed by a sequence of down channels 	if any
�

Based on the de�nition of the up 	down
 subnetwork� no cycle exists among up 	down


channels� A cycle involves up and down channels is impossible� since a transition

from a down channel to an up channel is forbidden� To determine the status of each

channel 	up�down
� a minimum spanning tree is constructed from the special node

	root node
 that connects each node through a shortest path� The routing in Autonet

��� was built based on this up��down� unicast routing algorithm� However� a routing

table is still maintained to ensure only the legal routes with the minimum hop counts

	shortest
 are allowed� The up��down� unicast routing algorithm can be also applied

in regular networks such as ��D meshes� however� its performance cannot match the

traditional XY routing �����

Both path�based and tree�based approaches do not address adequately the ad�

dressing scheme� making them dicult to be implemented in an actual system� With�

out a simple addressing scheme in a given network� source and destination nodes in a

unicast do not know their relative locations� The traditional table lookup approach

works but it cancels out the elegant feature of these approaches� In ��� and ����� each

header of the routing message is associated with a bit�string of length n� where n

is the number of nodes in the irregular network� Similarly� every node has an n�bit

string 	called reachability string
 associated with every one of its outgoing channels

that lead to channels in the down direction� where n is the number of nodes in the

network� These reachability strings can be constructed during the formation of the

spanning tree�

Our approach is based on compact routing that uses a reduced size of a routing

table ���� Two commonly used compact routing schemes are interval routing ���� ���
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and pre�x routing ���� Both schemes are based on assigning special labels to each

unidirectional channel� At each routing step� a particular neighbor is selected 	as

the next forwarding node
� if the label in the corresponding channel meets a certain

condition� In interval routing� each channel is associated with an interval of integers�

A channel is selected if the destination address 	an integer
 is within the interval�

In pre�x routing� each channel is associated with a label of a binary string and each

node is also labeled with a binary string� A channel is selected� and hence� the

corresponding neighbor is selected� if the channel label is a pre�x of a destination

node label �

In this paper� we extend a pre�x routing algorithm proposed in ��� and prove it

to be both deadlock� and livelock�free� Like other tree�based approaches� routes are

not necessarily the shortest� Since currently most LAN switches are built using cut�

through switching� which can forward partially received data as soon as the packet

header is received� low�latency delivery is obtainable and it is relatively insensitive to

the hop count�

This paper is organized as follows� Section � proposes a pre�x routing algorithm�

followed by an example� and the proofs of deadlock� and livelock�freedom� Section �

discusses possible extensions� Finally� Section � concludes this paper� In the subse�

quent discussion� we refer �routing� to �unicasting routing� without causing confu�

sion�

� Pre�x Routing

Suppose G � 	V�E
 is a graph representing an irregular network� where V is the

vertex set and E is the edge set� v � V represents a node in the network and uv

represents a link 	also called a channel 
 between nodes u and v� Note that v can

be either a switch or a workstation in NOWs� Two switches or one switch and one

workstation can be connected� but not two workstations� To simplify our discussion�

we do not distinguish a switch from a workstation and will simply call each of them a

node� Each link uv has two unidirectional channels� 	u� v
 and 	u� v
� Pre�x routing

is based on a labeling scheme that assigns a label to each node and channel� We use

L	v
 and L	u� v
 as labels for node v and channel 	u� v
� respectively� In the following
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discussion� a �link� and a �channel� represent an undirected edge and a directed edge�

respectively�

Our approach consists of two phases� preprocessing and routing�

�� 	Preprocessing
� Build a spanning tree and assign labels to nodes and channels�

� Build a spanning tree of a given graph rooted at a selected node�

� Assign labels to nodes and channels of the spanning tree during its forma�

tion�

� Complete labels to all the remaining channels in the graph�

�� 	Routing
� Construct a distributed routing algorithm�

� Construct a distributed routing scheme based on the following� Suppose d

is the destination and v is the current node� node u will be the forwarding

node if L	v� u
 is a pre�x of L	d
�

��� Building a spanning tree

The spanning tree can be built using one of the traditional methods� Initially� all

nodes are unmarked� The process starts from a selected node� r� called a root� A

signal is sent from root r to all its adjacent nodes adj	r
� Once node v receives a

signal from node w and node v is unmarked� the parent�child relation is established

between w and v� Node v continues the same process by broadcasting its signal

to its adjacent nodes adj	v
� A marked node will ignore any signal received� This

process normally generates a minimum spanning tree� i�e�� each node is reached from

the root 	through a branch in the spanning tree
 through a shortest path� This

occurs when latency of transmitting a signal between two adjacent nodes is uniform

and the underlying switch has all�port capability� that is� it can simultaneously send

	and receive
 signals along di�erent channels� However� our approach works for any

spanning tree� not limited to the minimum one�

We use the following high�level message passing model ���� to describe the pro�

posed algorithm� Messages are passed to a named receiver node through asynchronous

static channels 	links
� That is� send and receive commands involved in a message
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exchange do not need to be executed at the same time� A bu�er is usually used to

hold the message sent from the sender� An output command is of the form� send

message list to destination� where the destination is a node id� An input command

has the form� receive message list from source� where the source is a node id� We

also use Dijkstra guarded command G � C� where G is a guard consisting of a list

of Boolean expressions and C is a regular command� ��G � C� represents a repet�

itive statement and when the guard fails the repetitive statement terminates� An

alternative statement is expressed in the form�

� G� � C� � G� � C� ����� Gn � Cn �

The alternative statement selects the execution of exactly one of the constituent

guarded commands� In the case where more than one command list can be selected�

the choice is nondeterministic�

To construct a spanning tree� two di�erent processes are used� one at root r and

the other at non�root node v� Initially� mark	v
 � F � for all v � V �

At root r�

mark	r
 �� T �

� � another node u in adj	r
 �

� send parent sig to node u�

receive child sig from node u � place u in child	r
 �

�

At a non�root node v�

� � receive parent sig from node w and mark	v
 � F �

� mark	v
 �� T �

� � another node u in adj	v
 �

� send parent sig to node u�

receive child sig from node u � place u in child	v
 �

�

�

� receive parent sig from node w and mark	v
 � T � no action

�
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Note that in the above algorithm� each node will send back parent sig to its parent

node 	since it is an adjacent node
� This will not cause any problem� because the

parent node has been marked true and will ignore the signal�

We assume that the process of constructing a spanning tree starts at one selected

node� This approach can be extended to the case where each node can initiate its own

process 	and could be at the same time
 and end with only one winner 	the winner is

the root node
 ���� More general ways of constructing a spanning tree can be found

in ����

Based on the de�nition of spanning trees� we can de�ne three types of channels�

� Up channel� a channel in the spanning tree that directs towards the root�

� Down channel� a channel in the spanning tree that directs away from the root�

� Cross channels� all channels that are not in the spanning tree�

��� Assignment of labels to nodes and channels

The labeling assignment is extended from the one in ���� Assignment of labels to

nodes and channels of the spanning tree is done as follows� The label of the root is ��

i�e�� L	r
 � �� If u is the kth child of v� then assign L	u
 � L	v
kk� where k represents

a concatenation operation� If node v is the father of node u� then L	v� u
 � L	u
 and

L	u� v
 � e� where e represents an empty string label� In the distributed formation of

the labeling scheme� each node v decides its label and labels for channels 	v� u
� where

u � adj	v
� Without loss of generality� we assume the maximum number of children

	of a node
 is less than the base of the selected number system� otherwise� we can

always insert a special character to indicate the beginning of symbol k� Because each

message exchange may involve several messages� say k messages� we use the following

format in each exchange� 	type of message�msg�� ���� msgk


Again� two di�erent processes are used in the node labeling process� one for root

r and the other one for non�root node v� Since the labeling process is done during

the formation of the spanning tree� these two processes can be combined�
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At root r�

mark	r
 �� T � k �� �� L	r
 �� �

� � another node u in adj	v
 �

� send 	parent sig� L	r
� k
 to node u� k �� k � ��

receive 	child sig� child count
 from node u �

� place u in child	r
� L	r� u
 � L	r
kchild count �

�

�

At a non�root node v�

� � receive 	parent sig� parent label� child count
 from node w and mark	v
 � F �

� send 	child sig� child count
 to node w�

mark	v
 �� T � k �� ��

L	v
 � parent labelkchild count� L	v� w
 �� e�

� � another node u in adj	v
 �

� send 	parent sig� L	v
� k
 to node u� k �� k � ��

receive 	child sig� child count�
 from node u �

� place u in child	v
� L	v� u
 � L	v
kchild count� �

�

�

�

� receive 	parent sig� parent label� child count
 from node w and mark	v
 � T �

no action

�

The labeling of channels that are outside the spanning tree is done based on the

node labels of two end nodes� If there is no parent�child relation between v and u

and uv � E� then L	v� u
 � L	u
 and L	u� v
 � L	v
�

At any node v�

� � L	v� u
 is not assigned� where u � adj	v
 �

� send ask neighbor label to node u�

receive 	neighbor label� label
 from node u � L	v� u
 �� label�

�

�
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ask_neighbor_label

neighbor_label

w v v u

Figure �� Message exchanges between 	a
 parent and child nodes� 	b
 connected nodes

with no parent�child relation�

� receive ask neighbor label from node u �

send 	neighbor label� L	v

 to node u

�

Figure � shows two di�erent types of message exchange between adjacent nodes

in the formation of the spanning tree and labeling scheme�

Note that an up channel has a label e� a down channel carries the label of the

corresponding child node� and a cross channel has the label of the corresponding cross

neighboring node 	at a di�erent branch of the spanning tree
�

To estimate the length of each label� we assume that each switch has a bounded

maximum vertex degree� �� where � � maxfdG	v
jv � V g and dG	v
 is the vertex

degree of v in G� The length of each label depends on the level of the corresponding

node 	the length of the unique path in the tree from the root to the node
� and the

number of siblings 	i�e�� the number of nodes that share a common parent node with

the current node
� The level of each node is bounded by the depth 	the length of

the longest path in the tree from the root to a leave node
 of the minimum spanning

tree� The depth of a minimum spanning tree is bounded by the diameter� diam	G
�

of the graph G representing the irregular network� Therefore� the length of each label

is bounded by diam	G
 log�� The label of each down channel in the spanning tree

can be further reduced by keeping only the di�erence between the labels of two end

nodes� Note that in this case the label of the parent node is a pre�x of the label of

its child nodes�
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��� Distributed routing algorithm

The distributed routing algorithm based on the proposed labeling scheme is the fol�

lowing�

� At an intermediate node v 	including source node s
� neighbor u is selected as

the forwarding node if L	v� u
 is a pre�x of L	d
� where d is the destination�

� If such a neighbor does not exist� select a neighbor w such that L	v� w
 � e�

Basically� this algorithm is based on the label associated with each outgoing chan�

nel� A channel is selected if the corresponding channel label is a pre�x of the label of

the destination 	that is the reason the proposed routing is called pre�x routing
� If

there is no outgoing channel that has a label matching the one of the destination� an

up channel 	with label e
 is selected�

In general� a routing process proceeds by visiting a sequence of up channels 	if

any
� followed by at most one cross channel� and ended with a sequence of down

channels 	if any
�

��� Example

In the example of Figure �� an irregular network with six nodes is shown� together

with a spanning tree 	with its links represented as solid lines
� Applying the proposed

pre�x routing algorithm� the path for 	s� d
 � 	��� ���
 is �� � �� � ��� and the

path for 	s� d
 � 	���� ���
 is ���� ��� ���� Note that we use here s to represent

both the source node and its label L	s
�

We assume that each node can relate the label of a destination to its id 	node

id
� Each node keeps a label table as shown in Table � for the irregular network in

Figure �� The table can be derived during the formation of the spanning tree� Each

node forwards its node id and label pair up along the tree until reaching root node

r� Once r receives all node id and label pairs� a label table is constructed� Finally� r

broadcasts the label table down the spanning tree�

�



up/down channel in the spanning tree

cross channel
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Figure �� A sample irregular network�

��� Proofs of deadlock� and livelock�freedom

We now prove that although the proposed routing algorithm may not generate a

shortest path for a given source�destination pair� it is deadlock� and livelock�free�

Theorem � The proposed routing algorithm is deadlock�free�

Proof� We prove that any routing process proceeds by visiting a sequence of up

channels 	if any
� followed by at most one cross channel� and ended with a sequence

of down channels 	if any
� Since any sequence of up 	down
 channels is acyclic� the

routing process is deadlock�free�

Based on the address labeling scheme� a node label L	s
 is a pre�x of another

node label L	d
 if and only if node s is an ancestor of node d in the spanning tree�

We consider the following three cases�

Case � � source s is an ancestor of destination d�

Based on the channel labeling scheme� destination d can be reached through a

unique sequence of down channels� We now show that it is the only possible

routing path� Clearly� no up channel will be used� since it is used only when the
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current node label is not a pre�x of the destination node label� Also� no cross

channel will be used� For otherwise� suppose at an intermediate node w� a cross

channel is used to reach node v at a di�erent branch� based on the property

derived from the labeling scheme� both w and v are ancestors of destination d�

which brings a contradiction� In summary� the routing process follows a unique

sequence of down channels to reach the destination in this case�

Case � � source s is a decedent of destination d�

The label of s is not a pre�x of d� The routing process follows a sequence of up

channels to reach the destination� However� if the spanning tree is nonminimal�

i�e�� the path 	in the spanning tree
 from the root to an intermediate node is

not necessarily the shortest one in G� The following situation can also occur�

A sequence of up channels are used to reach an intermediate node u 	including

source node s
� If there is a cross neighbor v 	of u
 that is an ancestor of d�

then the corresponding cross channel is used to reach node v and the remaining

routing process resembles Case � from node v to node d which consists of a

sequence of down channels� Note that if the spanning tree is a minimal one�

i�e�� each node is reached from the root 	in the spanning tree
 through a shortest

path� the above case will never occur� since node s can be reached from the root

through a shorter path 	��� � v � u� s
 than the current one 	��� � v � ��� �

d � ��� � u � s
� As a summary for the nonminimal spanning tree case� the

routing process follows a sequence of up channels to reach the destination or it

follows a sequence of up channels 	if any
 until it reachs an intermediate node u

that has a cross neighbor v which is an ancestor of destination d� and then� Case

� applys to the remaining routing process to reach d from v� Therefore� pre�x

routing is deadlock�free even if the underlying spanning tree is not a minimum

one�

Case � � source s and destination d do not have the ancestor�decedent relation�

This case resembles Case �� where a sequence of up channels are used� unless

there is a cross neighbor that is an ancestor of the destination� The general

routing process follows a sequence of up channels until reaching either the lowest

common ancestor of s and d or the �rst intermediate node 	including source node

s
 that has a cross neighbor which is an ancestor of the destination� In the later

case� the corresponding cross channel is used to reach that neighbor� Finally

for both cases� the routing process completes by following a sequence of down

��



Id a b c d e f

Label � �� �� ��� ��� ���

Table �� A label table associated with each node�

channels to reach the destination�

Therefore� the proposed routing algorithm is deadlock�free� �

Theorem � The proposed algorithm is livelock�free�

Proof� By the de�nition of the proposed routing algorithm� the routing process starts

with a sequence of up channels 	if any
� Since up channels do not form a cycle� this

sequence is �nite� Once it uses a cross channel� the routing processing ends with a

sequence of down channels 	if any
� Again� since down channels do not form a cycle�

this sequence is �nite� Therefore� any routing process takes a �nite number of steps

to reach the destination� �

� Extensions

In this section� we consider possible extensions to the proposed pre�x routing� Two

directions of extensions are considered� 	�
 improve channel utilization and 	�
 reduce

the length of a routing path�

��� Routing with multiple cross channels

In the pre�x routing scheme� shortcuts are only possible between adjacent tree branches�

i�e� two branches that have a direct link connection� To support shortcuts between

branches that are not adjacent� we have to distribute channel labels to nodes in the

neighborhood�
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For example� one possible extension is for node u to pass label L	u� v
 of a cross

link uv to node w 	via node v
 that has a cross link wv with common end node v�

In this case� each cross link may have up to � labels� where � is maximum vertex

degree of the graph� The same routing scheme still applies and can be proved to be

deadlock� and livelock�free� The di�erence is that in the extended routing scheme� up

to two cross channels may appear in a routing path� Using this approach� the average

length of routing path can be reduced due to the possible use of more shortcuts� but

the memory needed to store all the labels for cross links are increased�

��� Multiple spanning trees

In an n�node irregular network� the number of up and down channels is �	n � �
�

The remaining channels are cross channels� Based on the de�nition of the pre�x

routing algorithm� each routing process uses at most one cross channel� Obviously�

cross channels cannot be fully used� In an irregular topology that corresponds to a

dense graph with O	n�
 links� the ratio between the number of cross channels and

the number of up and down channels is n and a large percent of links are not utilized�

However� most switched LANs have a constant number of incoming and outgoing

channels� ��� where � is a constant c� therefore� such a ratio is bounded by constant

c� ��

In order to increase channel utilization� multiple spanning trees can be used� At

least c multiple spanning trees should be used to fully utilize all the links� that is�

to ensure each link 	with two channels
 appears in at least one spanning tree� To

avoid introducing too many virtual channels 	derived from a physical channel by

multiplexing the physical channel into many logical 	virtual
 channels
� edge�disjoint

spanning trees should be constructed if possible� Basically� k virtual channels will be

employed if the corresponding channel is used in k di�erent spanning trees� However�

the problem of minimizing the number of virtual channels while ensuring each link

appears in at least one spanning tree is conjectured to be NP�hard in a given irregular

network� Various trade�o�s can be used�

One simple solution is to introduce two edge�disjoint spanning trees and each

node 	and link
 has two labels� one for each tree� Routing can follow either one of the

spanning trees� When it is impossible to construct two edge�disjoint spanning trees�
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two virtual channels are introduced� The cost�e�ectiveness of this extension remains

to be veri�ed through simulation� We need to compare this approach with the one

by Silla and Duato ����� where two virtual channels are used� one channel is used in

a deadlock�free routing and the other can be used without any restriction�

��� Minimum depth spanning trees

In the proposed routing algorithm� both the length of each label and the routing

path depend on the depth of the minimum spanning tree� This depth is between

diam	G
�� and diam	G
� where diam	G
 stands for the diameter of graph G� We

can use one of the existing algorithms to construct a minimum depth spanning tree�

Note that this is based on the selection of the root node� Once a root is selected�

we build a minimum spanning tree� Among all the minimum spanning trees 	with

di�erent roots
� we select one with a minimum depth� In this case� the average length

of a label and a routing path can be reduced�

� Conclusions

In this paper� we have extended a pre�x�based routing scheme in irregular networks

and shown that it is deadlock� and livelock�free� Unlike traditional path�base and

tree�based routing� pre�x routing is based on a simple labeling scheme and labels to

nodes and channels are assigned during the formation of a spanning tree� Both pre�x

routing and the existing up��down� routing are based on string matching during the

routing process� Pre�x routing can be considered as a complement to up��down�

routing� Our future work will focus on comparing the proposed scheme with existing

ones� such as the up�� down� routing algorithm� through simulation�
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